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Abstract:  In the past years, great advances have been made in the development of 
ontologies applied to the field of engineering design, essentially in functional and 
structural models. OntoFaBeS is an ontology whose objective is to formalize the 
knowledge about a product in order to infer different structures of that product 
from functional requirements set by the user. Hence, an effective tool capable of 
assisting the designer in the rational design phase is created. OntoFaBeS does not 
only provide the product redesign, but also allows for the evaluation of the 
different design alternatives created. OntoFaBeS can also capture the knowledge 
obtained from queries. This knowledge may be represented later in a CAE system. 
In order to illustrate the operation of OntoFaBeS, a mechanical pencil is used as an 
application example. This allows for a thorough assessment of the ontology 
design, wherein a query proves the ontology’s ability to infer knowledge. 
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1. Introduction 

The end goal of Engineering Design is the conceptual creation of an object, 
product, system or process that meets functional requirements in order to fulfill 
the customer’s needs in a workable, economical, ecological and manufacturable 
way. The development of technologies based on artificial intelligence and CAE 
(Computer Assisted Engineering) has facilitated access to information related to 
the structure and form of objects, although design know-how used in the 
conceptual design phase remains hidden due to its subjective nature and 
implicitness [1].  

The development of KBE (Knowledge-Based Engineering) systems is aimed at 
improving this aspect [2, 3]. Nonetheless, the full use of these technologies is 
limited by the impossibility of fully reusing and sharing knowledge in KBE 
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systems, along with the lack of common knowledge from which to create a 
knowledge base and the limited success of methodologies for the extraction of 
knowledge [4, 5]. 

In the field of engineering design, more and more attention is being focused on 
the development of ontologies as a possible solution of the aforementioned 
deficiencies of KBE systems. This progress includes knowledge sharing and the 
development of a standard engineering language. One development of particular 
interest is to provide a structured basis for navigating, browsing and searching 
information through the hierarchical descriptions of the ontology [6, 7]. 

An ontology can be described as an explicit specification of a shared 
conceptualization, which can be taxonomically or axiomatically based [8]. 
Ontologies can be based around a single taxonomy or several taxonomies and their 
relationships [9]. Taxonomies consist of concepts and relationships that are 
organized hierarchically and whose concepts can be arranged as classes with sub-
classes [10, 11]. 

The structure of an ontology should be based on a taxonomy that allows for the 
modeling of a system based one certain functional descriptions [12]. In this way, a 
great diversity of methodologies for analysis of design process based on the FBS 

Notwithstanding, Suh [17] describes design as a zigzag between functional 
requirements and design parameters and Veyrat [18] questions whether design is 
actually a direct mapping between functions and structure. In order to resolve this 
question, we combine the concept of the OntoRFB (ontologically clean Functional 
Basis), Garbacz [12] based on DOLCE (Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and 
Cognitive Engineering) [19] and the model B-FES (Behavior-driven Function-
Environment-Structure) [20, 21] and create a new ontology with special emphasis 
on the importance of behavior as the link in the FBS framework. 

The purpose of this paper is the design of an ontology for the formalization of 
knowledge about a product, in order to infer different structures of that product 
from functional requirements set by the user, with the objective that knowledge 
can be reused and shared between different applications. 

The paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly overviews the 
different approaches to the FBS framework. On the basis of the ontology that is 
being proposed, ontologies for Engineering Design are discussed in detail in 
section 3. Section 4 broadly describes the FBS framework of OntoFaBeS and a 
skeletal plant of the structure of the OntoFaBeS ontology. In order to illustrate the 
function of OntoFaBeS, a mechanical pencil is used as an example in section 5. 
Section 6 discusses this work, followed by concluding remarks. 

(Function-Behavior-Structure) framework have been modeled [13-16]. 
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2. FBS framework  

Though the terms function, behavior and structure had been used before, it wasn’t 
until 1990 that they were clarified and used to define a framework to model and 
represent system functionality [13, 22]. In the FBS framework (Function-
Behavior-Structure), function represents the functions that the system performs; 
structure represents the physical elements of the solution and behavior acts as the 
relationship between F and S. In design synthesis, behavior is derived from an 
intended functionality in order to reach a solution from it. When a solution is 
defined, its behavior is deduced from it to evaluate if the solution reaches the 
intended functionality. Then, behavior is related to the design physical state, 
which may be static or variable with time. 

The FBS framework can also be used as a methodology for analyzing the 
design process, through the representation of the evolution of design state from the 
analysis of design protocols [23]. 

Roughly speaking, two approaches to FBS can be distinguished [24]. In the 
first, one relates functions to behaviors of an element, and then relates these 
behaviors to structural-physical descriptions of the elements. In the second 
approach, one models functions of objects in terms of inputs and outputs, and then 
relates these functions directly to structural-physical descriptions of objects (e.g. 
[25]). 

The first approach was developed by Gero [22], who proposed a Function-
Behavior-Structure model of designing, and by Umeda et al. [13], who proposed a 
Function-Behavior-State model of designing. The second approach is known as 
the Functional Modeling approach which considers behavior as the mathematical 
representation of the states of a device [14, 26-28]. 

We will focus on the first approach since it considers behavior as a key concept 
that suggests a clear ontological ordering: technical objects have their physical 
structure. This structure, in interaction with a physical environment, gives way to 
the objects’ behaviors; and these behaviors then determine in some way the 
objects’ functions [15]. 

Several investigations have been developed with respect to this approach. 

Language) model based in the work of Sasajima et al. [29] and expresses behavior 
as a conceptualization of the change of attribute values in the spatio-temporal 
space over time. Also, they consider that function is a teleological interpretation of 
behavior under a given goal. 

The possibilities of search, exploration, combination and selection systems 
based on FBS representation have increased thanks to the B-FES model proposed 
by Tor et al. [21, 30, 31]. This model is an extension and a refinement of the dual-
step function environment-behavior-structure (FEBS) modeling framework by 

Mizoguchi et al. [1] use the FBRL (Function and Behavior Representation 
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clear ordering, which permits the establishment of direct relationships between 
function, behavior and design. However, structure is only considered on a 
superficial level.  

After reviewing the above research efforts, it is evident that there is no 
integrated approach to modeling and a lack of a stable conceptual framework [33]. 
This is occurs mainly with respect to the concept of behavior. For example, 
Vermaas [34] indicates that the Functional Modeling approach does not manage to 
achieve an efficient relationship between those structures whose behavior is 
necessary in order to link with the function area. In the same way, in these 
situations behavior is partially subjective because depends on the designer [15]. 
Borgo et al. [15] formalizes behavior in order to consider it as ‘a relationship 
between the object and the event in which it participates’. This analysis is carried 
out within the framework of the DOLCE ontology [19]. 

3. Ontologies in Engineering Design 

In this section, we briefly discuss ontologies in the domain of engineering design. 
Generally, ontologies can be categorized by the subject of the conceptualization 
[35], among others: 

Top-level ontologies or Upper-level ontologies describe very general concepts 
(e.g. substance, tangible, intangible) and provide general notions under which 
all root terms in existing ontologies should be linked.  

Domain ontologies are reusable in a given specific domain (engineering, 
manufacturing, design, etc). These ontologies provide vocabularies about 
concepts within a domain and their relationships, the activities taking place in 
that domain, and the theories and elementary principles governing that domain. 

Task ontologies describe the vocabulary related to a generic task or activity (e.g. 
diagnosing, scheduling). They provide a systematic vocabulary of the terms 
used to solve problems associated with tasks that may or may no belong to the 
same domain. 

Application ontologies are application-dependent. They contain all the definitions 
needed to model the knowledge required for a particular application. 
Application ontologies often extend and specialize the vocabulary of the 
domain and of task ontologies for a given application. 

In the domain of engineering design, such ontologies can be categorized into 
task ontologies and domain ontologies. As one of the principal ontologies of the 
Semantic Web, DOLCE is an upper-level ontology related to the area of 
engineering design. Thus, the goal of DOLCE is to provide a common reference 
framework for ontologies in order to facilitate sharing of information among them. 
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In its representation, DOLCE aims at capturing ontological categories underlying 
natural language and human common-sense [19]. Thus, OntoFaBeS uses DOLCE 
as a common upper-level ontology in order to alleviate the integration problem. 
This kind of action is a frequent approach in ontological engineering [7]. 

Based on an extensive study of different design theories, Garbacz [12] puts 
forward the OntoRFB, a taxonomy of artifact functions based on DOLCE and on 
RFB [36], analyzed from a perspective of philosophical logic. Table 1 illustrates 
the actions of OntoRFB taxonomy. 

Table 1 Actions of OntoRFB taxonomy. 

 
 

Spatial Location Topological 
conectedness 

Energy 

Quale region Locate Connect Branch Energate 
Achieve Reach Touch Split Switch 
Accomplish Channel Attach Disjoin Load 
Mantain Moor Join Cleave Conserve 
Process Move Bind Carve Energize 

 

Gero, who improved his former study of FBS representation, establishes the 
basis for the computational modeling of process to support the design process 
based on the FBS representation [37]. He also developed the term “FBS 
Ontology” to refer to his model, although he did not develop a taxonomy, taking 
into account its own definition.  

Engineering Design Integrated Taxonomy (EDIT) [8] consists of several 
taxonomies and their relations. As the integrated taxonomy is populated with 
instances, the relationships between concepts (or multiple concepts) are captured 
and the ontology emerges. Ahmed developed the EDIT ontology for the purpose 
of indexing, searching and retrieving design knowledge. 

The DO (Design Ontology) is related to this work. Storga et al. [38] created the 
DO as a potential formal description of the shared engineering knowledge in 
design domain. Along these lines, Ahmed and DO created a comparison between 
both, where the DO is described as ontology conceived to describe design as a 
product. On the other hand, the EDIT was established design as an activity, 
incorporating the process as well as the product [8]. 

The majority of design ontologies that have been reviewed were mainly 
designed to facilitate knowledge sharing through well-defined ontological 
definitions. Applicability of ontologies for specific applications either remains 
unknown or they demonstrate their findings with very simple examples also 
known as “toy examples” [33]. That is, those consulted were not based on 
empirical research and therefore it is not possible to assess whether the ontology 
or taxonomy would be intuitive when used to index design knowledge [8]. The 
ontology developed by Kitamura et al. [39-41] is the only one that manages to 
develop a domain ontology and apply it to a practical example by means of the 
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SOFAST® program. However, the complexity of Kitamura’s model makes its 
practical application difficult [41]. 

There exists a great diversity of languages for ontology representation, 
although the most frequently used is the OWL (Ontology Web Language). 
Nonetheless, the majority of ontologies developed in this field do not make use of 
this standard language. OWL language allows for the use of logic, particularly in 
the form of predicate logic (also known as first-order logic), which allows for the 
inference of new knowledge by means of a query based on reasoning [12]. 
However, only the AsD ontology [42] makes use of this application to the area of 
manufacturing, and is also the only one to link the results of the ontology with a 
CAD program.  

In conclusion, current ontologies in engineering design have certain failures. 
The lack of a diverse application of the concept of ontology within the FBS 
framework, the lack of practical examples on an industry level, the lack of 
homogeneity or the superficial application of the capacities of an ontology are all 
issues to consider. In the following section, by means of OntoFaBeS, we will 
propose an attempt to resolve these problems. 

4. OntoFaBeS 

In this section, we introduce OntoFaBeS, an ontology which formalizes the 
knowledge about a product in order to infer different structures of that product 
from functional requirements set by the user, with the objective that knowledge is 
reused and shared between different applications. 

OntoFaBeS is a domain ontology partly based on the B-FES modeling 
framework [21, 30]. It has been adapted to facilitate its modeling as an ontology. 
OntoFaBeS acquires its formal framework from the primitive notions defined in 
the DOLCE ontology [19], developed using the Protégé tool [43] and written in 
OWL, the standard ontology language. 

The characteristics of OntoFaBeS have been defined with respect to its 
framework, function layer, behavior layer, structure layer and knowledge 
inference. 

Framework 
First, the connections between function and behavior were established, and 

then the connections between behavior and structure (Figure 1). The objective was 
to create a simple distribution. In part, this allowed for the construction of the 
taxonomy, while also facilitating the creation of logical rules upon the creation of 
the ontology. 

Function Layer 
The definition of the concept function (F) was established as the inherent action 

of the design that is being processed. As a result, actions carried out by elements 
as independent units outside of the design environment were excluded (e.g. the 
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action carried out by a screw in an object is not a function). In this ontology 
design, the possibility of defining functions with natural language was considered, 
as well as the option than an object could have more than one function.  

Figure 1 OntoFaBeS framework.  

Behavior Layer 
A new perspective was established, based on the definition made by Borgo 

[16], by considering the actions in Table 1 as behaviors. The behavior (B) is tied 
to an action with respect to an element. In the aforementioned taxonomy, the 
proposed classification of actions is always linked to an element constituent of 
part of the structure.  

Structure Layer 
A layer dedicated exclusively to structure was considered. It was organized in 

such a way that the elements of the structure phase could be linked with each other 
and with the behavior layer, taking into account the difference between parts (P) 
and assemblies (A). Since the proposed model could be made up of a large 
number of elements, the bases of modular design [44] were incorporated in order 
to optimize the assembly phase.  

Thus, each part of an object, as part of a structure, has an implicit relationship 
with other parts or assemblies.  

Knowledge Inference 
Once the content is stored in the ontology, OntoFaBeS could capture the 

knowledge obtained from queries in order to directly relate the functions with the 
structure that would fulfill the requirements. This would allow the structures 
resulting from a java application to be represented later in a CAE system through 
an interface, after giving the program the necessary parameters to define the 
dimension of the parts. From the relationships created by the ontology, we can 
determine which elements could constitute the assemblies and their corresponding 
parts. 
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In this way, OntoFaBeS achieves an integrated approach to the FBS model due 
to its clarity, solid structure and simplicity. The use of a limited table of behaviors 
results in a detailed analysis of the knowledge that makes up the design. Also, it 
allows for the use of the logical bases of an ontology, by contemplating the 
possibility of inference. This creates great flexibility for considering different 
options, not contemplated or directly restricted.  

5. Mechanical Pencil 

A practical example has been considered in order to demonstrate the capacity of 
the use of an ontology as a base for translating the FBS scheme. It is the same 

example, of which a detailed list of functions, behavior and structure is available.  
A mechanical pencil is a metallic, wooden or plastic instrument that contains 

leads and is used for writing. It consists of a mechanism made up of four modules: 
Sleeve/Tip, Clutch/Teeth, Barrel and Cap. (Figure 2) 

Figure 2 Mechanical Pencil. 

The pencil is thus made up of the following elements: barrel, cap, clutch, 
sleeve, spring, tip, teeth and tube.  

By establishing the FBS scheme for this example, we find that the function of 
the pencil is: write. According to the organization established by OntoRFB 

write is to carve. We must also consider that the constituent elements are made up 
by the aforementioned four modules. 
Each module of the example has the following behaviors: 

• Barrel Assembly: locate (contains the leads within the pencil) and touch 
(allows for the pencil to be held) 

• Pencil mechanism (Clutch/Teeth Assembly): attach (holds the lead) and 
channel (it channels the lead out of the pencil). 

example as previously employed by Gershenson [45]. It consists of a basic 

taxonomy [12], the behavior of the mechanical pencil with respect to the function 
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o Spring: move (by offering resistance and allowing for the gradual 
advance of the pencil lead) 

o Clutch: touch (allows for the pencil to be held) 
o Teeth: attach (holds the lead) 
o Tube: moor (supports the lead so that it can be propelled by the spring) 

• Cap: branch (allows the clutch to be propelled forward). 
• Pencil tip (Sleeve/Tip Assembly): attach (holds the lead) and reach (the lead 

reaches the paper) 
• Pencil lead1: carve (it erodes upon contact with the paper)  

A behavior that describes the union of all the elements is connect, which 
establishes relationships between the elements that make up an assembly (e.g. 
cone connects spring). This lets us establish one of the essential logical rules 
established by the ontology, which will allow for the inference of knowledge. 

These are the behaviors that allow the mechanical pencil to fulfill its function, 
to write. Nonetheless, these behaviors when linked to other elements can, in turn, 
lead to other functions. For example the tube, with different dimensions can be 
used in another design to conduct water, maintaining the same behavior but 
linking to completely different functions. These other functions can be fulfilled by 
other elements, which is how the inference of information is carried out by 
OntoFaBeS. 

These are the behaviors that allow the mechanical pencil to fulfill its function, 
to write, since with the knowledge acquired by the ontology, it is concluded that 
the main part is the pencil lead and it must be connected to the next assemblies: 
cone/tip, clutch/teeth, barrel and cap. 

Nonetheless, a behavior when is linked to other elements of a design can, in 
turn, link to completely different functions maintaining the same behavior. These 
other functions can be carried out with the help of other elements, which is how 
the inference of information is carried out by OntoFaBeS. For example the tube, 
with different dimensions can be used in another product design as a pipe. In that 
case, it would maintain the same behavior, to moor, but would be linking to the 
function to channel water. Thus, the product would also need a water pump in 
order to fulfill that function. 

Finally, a query can be carried out from which the user can determine directly 
the indicated structure (Figure 3). 

 

 
 

                                                           
1

Figure 3 Mechanical Pencil inferred.  

  The pencil lead has not been considered as a constituent of the pencil, since it is a consumable. 
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6. Conclusion 

We have introduced OntoFaBeS as an intent to unify the existing criteria in the 
field of methodologies based on the FBS framework. This study illustrates the 

approach that is centered on design behaviors. 
This work opens up a new perspective in the field of design engineering 

methodologies. OntoFaBeS takes advantage of the formalization of knowledge in 
ontologies, that is, the evolution of knowledge based engineering [4, 45]. This 
results in a series of advantages that until now had not been dealt with in depth in 
the field of engineering design, such as the automatic inference of new knowledge. 

It is interesting to note that OntoFaBeS deduces the knowledge necessary for 
the production of objects, based exclusively on the requirements established by the 
consumer. This also demonstrates that the great majority of ontologies existing in 
the field of engineering design are essentially taxonomies that give little 
importance to formal logic and the possible inference of new knowledge. 

The results of this study are not surprising however, if we take into account that 
OntoFaBeS contemplates a novel focus on behavior within the FBS framework. 
Nonetheless, a great deal of knowledge is necessary on behalf of the designer in 
order to establish the relationships correctly. For this reason, the improvement of 
OntoFaBeS is under development. Also, a wider scope of actions is being 
considered, as well as a deeper analysis of the development of the functional layer. 

The proposed example of a mechanical pencil demonstrates the importance of 
the appropriate definition of the three layers that constitute the FBS framework 
when it comes to constructing the ontology. This allows for the successful 
establishment of the information queries. This is especially in the behavior area, 
due to its role as the link between function and structure. It is important to note 
that the simplicity of the example was intentional, as the initial application of a 
new concept.  

In future investigations, we intend to apply this model on an industrial level by 
means of its use on an existing design. Work is also being carried out to develop 
the ontology in order to apply it to areas outside of engineering design. At this 
time, OntoFaBeS is being adapted to encompass other aspects of the design phase, 
such as environmental aspects. 
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